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Abstract—Delta sync (synchronization) is a key bandwidth-saving technique for cloud storage services. The representative delta sync

utility, rsync, matches data chunks by sliding a search window byte-by-byte to maximize the redundancy detection for bandwidth

efficiency. However, it is difficult for this process to cater to the forthcoming high-bandwidth cloud storage services which require

lightweight delta sync that can well support large files. Moreover, rsync employs invariant chunking and compression methods during

the sync process, making it unable to cater to services from various network environments which require the sync approach to perform

well under different network conditions. Inspired by the Content-Defined Chunking (CDC) technique used in data deduplication, we

propose NetSync, a network adaptive and CDC-based lightweight delta sync approach with less computing and protocol (metadata)

overheads than the state-of-the-art delta sync approaches. Besides, NetSync can choose appropriate compressing and chunking

strategies for different network conditions. The key idea of NetSync is (1) to simplify the process of chunk matching by proposing a fast

weak hash called FastFP that is piggybacked on the rolling hashes from CDC, and redesigning the delta sync protocol by exploiting

deduplication locality and weak/strong hash properties; (2) to minimize the sync time by adaptively choosing chunking parameters and

compression methods according to the current network conditions. Our evaluation results driven by both benchmark and real-world

datasets suggest NetSync performs 2�–10� faster and supports 30%–80%more clients than the state-of-the-art rsync-based

WebR2sync+ and deduplication-based approach.

Index Terms—rsync, content-defined chunking, network adaptive, cloud storage

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

THE promises ofmaking data accessible anywhere and any-
time have made personal cloud storage services increas-

ingly popular, including Dropbox [1], GoogleDrive [2], and
iCloud [3]. The thriving cloud storage services impose chal-
lenges on both clients and servers with increasing network
and computing overheads, encouraging service providers to
propose more effective solutions. DropBox, for example, has
adopted delta sync to reduce the data traffic between client
and server [4], [5]. In spite of this, the sync traffic volume of
DropBox still takes up to 4% of the total internet traffic due to

the frequent interactions between clients and servers for cal-
culating the delta (modified) data, according to a study [6] on
several campus border routers. Therefore, reducing the traffic
and computing overheads, and fully leveraging the current
network bandwidth in synchronization remain important
challenges to be addressed.

As a classic model to reduce the traffic of synchronizing
files between two hosts, rsync can effectively reduce the
traffic volume. Generally speaking, rsync synchronizes file
f’ (a modified version of file f) from client to server in
three phases as follows: �1 Client sends a sync request to
server, and server splits the server file f into fix-sized
chunks, which is followed by server calculating and send-
ing fingerprints ( called Checksum List) of those chunks. �2
Client uses a window sliding on client file f’ byte-by-byte,
to match possible duplicate chunks within the Checksum
List from server. �3 After finishing the byte-by-byte match-
ing, client obtains the mismatched chunks, named
Delta Bytes, and sends them to server, after which server
reconstructs client file f’ according to Delta Bytes and
server file f.

Several recent studies, including DeltaCFS [7], Panda-
Sync [8], and WebR2sync+ [9], have improved rsync in
various aspects. However, the chunk-matching process
using a byte-by-byte sliding window which can be very
time-consuming especially when the files are increasingly
large in high-bandwidth cloud storage systems [10], remains
unchanged in these rsync-based approaches. For example,
according to our study and observation, WebR2sync+ [9]
spends about 10� longer time on the byte-by-byte chunk-
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matching process than on the data transferring process over
the Gigabit networkwhen synchronizing a large 1GB file.

Meanwhile, synchronization should not only focus on
redundancy elimination but also need to fully utilize the net-
work bandwidth. Moreover, the imbalance of redundancy
elimination and network utilization is significant as the net-
work bandwidth varies. Commonly, the sync services choose
finer chunking granularity and may use compressors to
eliminate more redundancy under limited networks; how-
ever, this strategy may be sub-optimal when the bandwidth
is sufficiently high. According to our observation, Dsync[11],
a recently proposed sync service, could be slowed down up
to 5 times if the best configuration under the 10 Mbps net-
work is applied in a 100Mbps network.

The advance in network infrastructure makes it harder
for the current delta sync to cater to the demand of cloud
storage, given the inevitable challenges of an inherently
wider range of end-user network bandwidth and larger
cloud-hosted file size. We notice that residential connectiv-
ity to the Internet has already reached 1 Gbps in access
bandwidth, and the newly emerging 5G connectivity can
even exceed 1 Gbps, while some devices still work under
low-network bandwidth due to unstable connection or lim-
ited power consumption. Accordingly, the cloud-hosted
files have been growing in both quantity and (single-file)
size. Consequently, we have to rethink and innovate the
current delta sync design to catch up with this trend and
satisfy the user experience.

This paper mainly focuses on the two most important
metrics for sync approaches: sync performance [8] and flexi-
bility [9]. (1) Sync performance (i.e., sync latency or speed),
which directly affects the system consistency and through-
put, is a metric concerned by most users [8]. On the one
hand, higher performance could provide a better service
experience for users and avoid inconsistencies among dif-
ferent sync devices [12], [13]. On the other hand, it can also
help reduce resources cost (e.g., computation, network, etc.)
for service providers. (2) Sync flexibility, i.e., the ability to
provide optimal sync performance for users from different
resources, requires flexible designs to handle these different
situations. To improve these two metrics, in what follows,
we will address the above two challenges (i.e., the time-con-
suming byte-by-byte chunk matching and the poor network
utilization), respectively.

For the first problem, recently, data deduplication, a
chunk-level data reduction approach, has been increasingly
attractive in the design of storage systems [14]. Instead of
using a byte-wise sliding window, data deduplication splits
files into independent chunks, using a technique named Con-
tent-Defined Chunking (CDC), and then detects duplicate
chunks according to their fingerprints [15], [16]. FastCDC [16]
is a fast and efficient CDC technique widely used in data
deduplication (a detailed description of FastCDC is in Sec-
tion 3, Fig. 3). Specifically, in CDC process, a small window
(e.g., size of 64 bytes) slides on the file contents, and a chunk
boundary is declared once the hash value of the window (i.e.,
the file contents) meets a predefined condition. Therefore, the
chunk boundaries are determined by the file contents instead
of locations in the file, which adequately addresses the
“boundary-shift” problem (detailed in Section 3) and thus
eliminates more redundancy. Consequently, we believe that

the traditional time-consuming byte-wise comparison in
rsync could be discarded by introducing the CDC technique.

Although CDC has the potential to simplify the chunk-
matching process for redundancy detection, incorporating
CDC into the rsync protocol introduces new challenges,
including extra computing overhead due to the rolling-
hash-based chunking and low redundancy detection ratio
due to the coarse-grained chunk matching after CDC.

For the second problem, to achieve better flexibility and
maximize network utilization, it is reasonable to change the
sync configurations accordingly, rather than finding con-
stant configurations for any network conditions. Concretely,
it imposes two challenges:�1 monitoring the network condi-
tion without affecting the synchronization, �2 choosing the
best chunking granularity and compression method to min-
imize the overall sync time. Besides, our implementation is
based on Web browser (the most pervasive and OS-inde-
pendent access) for better platform adaptability.

To this end, we propose NetSync, a lightweight, portable,
network adaptive, and CDC-based delta sync approach for
the current cloud storage services, with less computing and
protocol (metadata) overheads. Generally, to address the
challenges mentioned above, we make the following four
critical contributions in this paper:

� Introducing Content-Defined Chunking technique
(i.e., FastCDC) to rsync for matching more identical
content and reducing network traffic. Meanwhile, we
exploit the chunking process to generate weak hash
values for chunks, called FastFP, and replace Adler32
used in rsync, which offsets additional computation
overhead introduced by Content-Defined Chunking.
Evaluation results suggest that FastFP is much faster
than Adler32 and achieves a comparable low hash
collision ratio.

� Redesigning the communication protocol to reduce
both computing overhead and network traffic: �1
first, check the weak hash, then compute and match
the the weak-hash-matched chunks’ strong hash, to
reduce most of the unnecessary computing of strong
hash on mismatched chunks; �2 merge the consecu-
tive weak-hash-matched chunks into a single large
chunk to reduce the size of Match Token (metadata
overhead) for network interactions in NetSync.

� Minimizing the sync time by the network adaptive
design: �1 network adaptive compression: choosing
the appropriate compressor for transmission accord-
ing to the current network condition obtained by the
net-aware module; �2 network adaptive chunking:
changing the chunk granularity of the CDC process
according to the current network condition to fully
utilize the potential of CDC and current network
resources, thus minimizing the sync time.

� Comprehensive evaluations driven by real-world
and benchmark datasets illustrate that NetSync per-
forms 2�–10� faster and supports 30%–80% more
clients than the state-of-the-art rsync-based WebR2-
sync+ [9].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the background and related work. Section 3 dis-
cusses the deficiency of the state-of-the-art WebR2sync+
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approach, the potential of the CDC-based approach, and the
mismatch between the sync policy and the network condi-
tion. Section 4 describes the design and implementation
details of NetSync. Section 5 presents the evaluation results
of NetSync, including comparisons with the latest rsync-
based WebR2sync+, deduplication-based solution, and
Dsync [11] (a preliminary version of NetSync in which the
network adaptive modules are not included). Finally, Sec-
tion 6 concludes this paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Generally, there are two approaches to sync a modified file
from client to server in cloud storage: full sync and delta
sync, respectively. The former, which transfers the whole
file to server, is suitable for synchronizing small files [8]. In
contrast, the latter, which only transfers modified data of a
file (i.e., the delta) to server, can minimize the network traf-
fic and is suitable for large file synchronization.

Delta sync has a great advantage when the files are fre-
quently modified, e.g., files with multiple versions or conse-
cutive edits. A recent study [6] on several campus border
routers indicates that the traffic volume of DropBox, which
uses delta sync, accounts for 4% of the total internet traffic
due to the frequent interactions between clients and servers
for calculating the delta (modified) data, highlighting the
significance of reducing network traffic volume with delta
sync. Actually, delta sync approaches have been widely
studied by many publications including Unix diff [17],
Vcdiff [18], WebExpress [19], rsync [20], Content-
Defined Chunking (CDC) [21], [15], and delta encoding
algorithms [22], [23], [24]. Representative sync techniques
supported by the state-of-the-art cloud storage services are
summarized in Table 1 and discussed below.

a) Sync Tools Supported by Industry. Commercial cloud
storage services include Dropbox, GoogleDrive, OneDrive,
Seafile, etc. [29]. The PC clients of both Dropbox and Seafile
support delta sync, where DropBox’s sync uses Fix-Sized
Chunking (FSC) and Seafile’s sync employs Content-
Defined Chunking (CDC). To alleviate the compute over-
head, the Android client of Seafile uses full sync to avoid

energy consumed by the delta calculation in sync. Besides,
other cloud storage services such as GoogleDrive and One-
Drive also choose to support full sync for simplicity.

b) Sync Tools Proposed by Academia. Most research pro-
poses their sync tools to support delta sync for better perfor-
mance (to save network bandwidth and accelerate network
transmission). First proposed by Tridgell, rsync is a well-
known sync protocol to effectively synchronize a file
between two hosts over a network connection with limited
bandwidth [20], [30]. This approach is adopted as the stan-
dard sync protocol in GNU/Linux [27].

Recent studies, such as DeltaCFS [7], PandaSync [8], and
WebSync [9], make innovative improvements on top of
rsync. Specifically, DeltaCFS directly records the minor
modifications to reduce computing and network overheads
due to frequent synchronization. PandaSync strikes a trade-
off between full sync and delta sync since full sync can
effectively reduce the round trip time (RTT) for small files
between the client and server, while delta sync can effec-
tively reduce network traffic and sync time. WebR2sync+
[9] makes the first attempt to implement delta sync over
Web browsers, a dominant form of Internet access. To avoid
the influence of the poor performance of browsers when
executing computing-intensive byte-wise comparison of
hash values, WebR2sync+ shifts the comparison to server
and replaces the cumbersome MD5 hash function with a
lightweight hash function called SipHash. Due to the
boundary-shift problem, QuickSync [29] employs the CDC
technique rather than rsync. A dynamical chunking strat-
egy is used to adapt to bandwidth changes and remove
more redundancy of the local file. As one of the pioneers in
data deduplication, LBFS [15] splits the file into chunks
using the CDC technique, calculates and compares their
SHA-1 fingerprints to detect duplicate chunks. It finally
transmits the non-duplicate chunks from client to server.
UDS (Update-batch delayed sync) [28] uses a batched sync
strategy to avoid bandwidth overuse due to frequent modi-
fications based on Dropbox.

The notion is that, among the services mentioned above,
only Pandasync[8] and QuickSync[29] support network
adaptive optimization. Pandasync[8] focuses on choosing
different sync strategies for different network conditions.
Specifically, it chooses to use full sync or delta sync accord-
ing to the current network bandwidth to get a better sync
performance. QuickSync estimates bandwidth via network
congestion window size and chooses a proper chunk granu-
larity to improve sync efficiency.

In summary, as shown in Table 1, delta sync with local
buffer requires client to have extra storage and undertake
computing overheads while full sync is simple and compu-
tationally friendly but not bandwidth-efficient. Despite the
advantages of rsync-based approaches, the exceptionally
high computing overhead of rsync protocol due to byte-
wise comparison and hash calculation severely limits its
applicability in resource-constrained client systems, espe-
cially for synchronizing large files. Thus, this paper focuses
on providing a lightweight, portable delta sync approach
for resource-constrained client systems via Web browsers
on Mobile phones, IoT devices, etc. Thus, it is quite inconve-
nient for such a resource-constrained Web browser to main-
tain the metadata buffer of client files for delta sync.

TABLE 1
Data Sync Techniques

Source Full Sync
1 Delta Sync

Local Buffer Chunking Methods2

DropBox (W/A) [25]3 � ✓ FSC
Seafile (W) [26] � ✓ CDC
Seafile (A) [26] ✓ � �
GoogleDrive (W/A) [25] ✓ � �
OneDrive (W/A) [25] ✓ � �
rsync [27] � � FSC
DeltaCFS [7] � � FSC
PandaSync [8]

p� � FSC
WebSync [9] � � FSC
QuickSync [25] � ✓ CDC
LBFS [15] � � CDC
UDS [28] � � FSC
NetSync � � CDC

1.✓: full sync, �: delta sync, andp�: selective full sync.
2.FSC: Fix-Sized Chunking, CDC: Content-Defined Chunking.
3.W: windows client, A: android client.
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Furthermore, inspired by previous efforts on network adap-
tive design, our delta sync service can dynamically adapt to
both limited and sufficiently high bandwidth conditions.
On the other hand, deduplication-based sync [15] can avoid
byte-wise chunk matching in rsync. Note that our work is
substantially different from all the previous work (see
Table 1) in that it is the first attempt to combine the CDC
technique with the traditional rsync model to effectively
synchronize data when client is resource-constrained, i.e.,
there is no local buffer and sufficient computing capacity
for executing rsync-like delta sync protocols on client.

3 CHALLENGES AND MOTIVATIONS

To better understand the strengths and weaknesses of
rsync [30], we first illustrate how it works with the help of
Fig. 1. It has a three-stage workflow:

� In stage 1, when a client needs to synchronize a file f’,
it first sends a request with the name of file f’ to
server. After receiving the client request, server
starts to split the server file f, which has the same file
name with client file f’, into Fix-Sized chunks (i.e.,
using Fixed-Sized Chunking). Meanwhile, it calcu-
lates weak but fast rolling hash values (Adler32) and
strong but slow hash values (MD5) of the chunks as
weak and strong fingerprints. Both weak and strong
fingerprints are included in Checksum List and sent
to client.

� In stage 2, upon receiving Checksum List from
server, client slides a fix-sized window on file f’as
server does, to generate chunks and their weak hash
Adler32 to match with the weak fingerprints (of
chunks in file f) in Checksum List. Note that:�1 if the
current chunk under the sliding window does not
match any Adler32 hashes in Checksum List, the
window will slide further byte by byte until a match
is found. �2 If a weak-hash-matched chunk is found,
its strong hash MD5 will be calculated and compared
with the corresponding chunk’s MD5 in Checksum
List to confirm if it is a duplicate chunk. Once the
MD5 hash values of these two chunks are matched
(i.e., the two chunks are duplicates), the sliding win-
dow will slide with the size of the fixed window. If
the MD5 is mismatched, it will continue the byte-to-
byte sliding. This stage takes a rather long time due

to the byte-by-byte sliding window-based chunk
matching.

� In stage 3, client generates Delta Bytes according to
stage 2, which includes the mismatched chunks and
their metadata, and sends them to server where file
f’will be reconstructed by file f + Delta Bytes.

WebR2sync+ [14] is designed based on rsync and imple-
mented on Web browser for better platform adaptability.
WebR2sync+ shifts the chunk-matching process from client
to server to adapt to the low computing capacity of Web cli-
ent. Its workflow is also three-stage, as shown in Fig. 2.

� In Stage 1, in contrast to rsync, the pre-treatment
(i.e., the chunking and weak hash computing pro-
cess) is moved from server to client, and the strong
hash MD5 is replaced by a faster hash SipHash.

� In Stage 2, the chunk-matching process is moved
from client to server, and the strong hash MD5 is
changed into SipHash. The operation in this stage is
almost the same as rsync. After that, Match Token
that indicates which chunks are matched will be sent
to client.

� In Stage 3, client generates Delta Bytes and sends
them to server, and file f’ is reconstructed according
to file f and Delta Bytes, which is the same as rsync.

The Weak Point of Fix-Sized Chunking (FSC for Short).
Although WebR2sync+ is improved over rsync, it does not
fundamentally solve the challenges faced by rsync. More
specifically, WebR2sync+ adopts FSC as its chunking
method as the rsync does. However, FSC can not handle
the boundary-shift problem: When the file is modified by
inserting or deleting, the segmentation points may be shifted
backward or forward, resulting in the mismatch of the fol-
lowing chunks. BothWebR2sync+ and rsync adopt the ver-
batim comparing algorithm to solve this problem: slide a
matching window byte-by-byte until finding a matched
chunk. However, this algorithm may lead to high annoying
computing overhead, and in the worst case, the matching
window needs to slide from the beginning to the end of the
file byte-by-byte [22]. By contrast, Content-Defined Chunk-
ing (CDC) technique used in data deduplication provides an

Fig. 1. Workflow chart of rsync.

Fig. 2. Workflow chart of WebR2sync+.
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opportunity to avoid this heavy calculation of overlapping
chunks.

Introducing Content-Defined Chunking (CDC) to the rsync
-Based Process. CDC is proposed to solve the boundary-shift
problem. As shown in Fig. 3, CDC applies a sliding window
on the content of files and computes a hash value (e.g.,
Rabin [31], Gear [24]) of the window. A chunk cut-point is
declared if the hash value satisfies some predefined condi-
tion. That is to say, the chunks are divided according to file
contents rather than the boundary index. This enables CDC
to solve the boundary-shift problem. As shown in Fig. 3,
although the boundary indexes of chunks C3 and C4 in file
V2 have been shifted due to file modification, C3 and C4 still
can be identified for data deduplication (with file V1) by the
CDC technique.

However, the CDC process introduces additional com-
puting overhead for delta sync, i.e., computing rolling
hashes for chunking. Further, CDC may lead to more net-
work traffic than rsync-based approaches since it may fail
to eliminate redundancy among similar chunks (i.e., the
very similar chunks C2 and C5 in Fig. 3).

Nevertheless, the CDC technique remains attractive
because it greatly simplifies the chunk fingerprinting and
indexing process and generates much fewer chunks for fin-
gerprinting and indexing than the traditional rsync-based
approaches, especially for large files. Therefore, to fully cap-
italize on the strengths while avoiding weaknesses of the
CDC technique, we try to propose a novel and efficient
CDC-based sync approach to significantly simplify the delta
sync process, as detailed later in Section 4.

TheMismatch Between the Sync Policy andNetwork Condition.
Delta sync eliminates duplicate data chunks and compresses
unique chunks to reduce the data transmission time, but it
may be fruitless when the network bandwidth is sufficiently
high. Commonly, more compacted data transmission incurs
higher computing overhead, and inappropriate chunking or
compressing could significantly bottleneck the overall sync
performance [32]. More specifically, finer chunking and com-
pressor with a higher compression ratio should be applied
under a limited network. A coarser chunking granularity and
lightweight compressor should be adopted when the net-
work bandwidth is sufficiently high. According to our
observation, compared with the optimal configuration, the
chunking/compressing module performance that follows
the configuration in Dsync is 3.6�/5� slower, and a carefully
chosen invariant chunking/compression policy is still 2.4�/
2.8� slower in certain bandwidths.

To strike a perfect balance between the computing and
transmission overhead for varying network conditions, we

develop a network prober that accurately probes the current
network bandwidth and a chunking/compression policy
selector that empirically finds the optimal configuration
and minimizes the overall sync latency.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Overview

Architecture Overview. As shown in Fig. 4, NetSync com-
prises a series of modules: the chunker (i.e., chunking mod-
ule), chunk matcher, file patcher, network monitor, and
network adaptive parameter selector.

� Chunker. In NetSync, the client and the server files
will be first divided into several chunks by Content-
Defined Chunking (i.e., FastCDC) for future dupli-
cate detection.

� Weak/Strong hashing. In NetSync, this module is
embedded in chunker and matcher. In this module,
two-level hash values (i.e., weak/strong hash) are
calculated for checking duplicate chunks. The weak
hash, which is fast with low computing overhead, is
used to quickly check the potential duplicate chunks
that, once identified, are further confirmed by the
strong hash, which is cryptographically secure, to
avoid a hash collision. Otherwise, if weak hash mis-
matches, the chunk is marked as unique, and thus
strong hash calculation will be skipped. Note that
the original strong hash SipHash used in WebR2-
sync+ [9] is substituted with SHA-1 out of cryptogra-
phy concern [14] in NetSync.

� Matcher (Hash matching). In NetSync, the weak
hash values of chunks (i.e., FastFP), will be com-
pared to find the potentially-matched chunks on
server, and their strong hash values will be further
confirmed on clients. Only the chunks whose strong
hash values (i.e., SHA-1) are matched will be
regarded as duplicates. Otherwise, they will be
marked as new chunks (i.e., delta data) and sent to
server.

� Communication protocol. It is responsible for
interactions between client and server in NetSync. It
checks the above-mentioned weak and strong hash
values of files and ultimately transfers the delta data
for synchronization.

� Network adaptive selector. This module is
responsible for choosing the best configuration in
NetSync (i.e., the suitable compressor and chunking
granularity). It periodically probes the network con-
dition (Network Monitor) and sets up the service

Fig. 3. The CDC technique for chunk-level data deduplication. It applies
a sliding window on the content of files and computes a hash value of
the window. A chunk cut-point (chunking point) is declared if the hash
value ”fp” of the sliding window satisfies a predefined condition.

Fig. 4. NetSync system overview.
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to optimize the sync performance with the best effort
from Compression Selector and Chunking

Selector.
General Workflow Overview.Here we briefly illustrate how

NetSync works along with the components in Fig. 4. �1
Network Monitor probes the network condition and sets
up the Sync process for optimal performance. �2 Sync

process starts to work, client-side chunker splits the cli-
ent file into chunks via FastCDC and sends the metadata to
server. �3 The server-side chunker splits the server file in
the same way.�4 The server-side matcher lists weak-hash-
matched chunks (i.e., the possible duplicate chunks)
between client and server files and sends their ID and
strong hash values to client. �5 The client-side matcher

checks strong hashes of these chunks, and patcher sends
non-duplicate chunks to server.�6 The server-side patcher
integrates the information of duplicate and non-duplicate
chunks to restore the client file on server-side, and then the
synchronization ends. Note that this is a brief description,
and we have hidden many technical details here; a detailed
workflow of NetSync with these six key components will be
presented in Subsection 4.3 and 4.4.

Key Challenges, Motivations, and Corresponding Designs
Overview. As discussed in Section 3, introducing CDC into
rsync-based approaches simplifies the byte-wise searching.
However, we find it has three defects: �1 CDC incurs extra
computing overhead. �2 The original communication proto-
col for rsync-based synchronization is not efficient for the
CDC-based approach, specially, the strong hash computa-
tion and some network traffic for mismatched chunks are
unnecessary in NetSync. �3 The configuration for the intui-
tive design may be sub-optimal to general cases. In the fol-
lowing subsections, we will analyze and solve these three
problems: For defect�1 , we utilize the hash value generated
by FastCDC and further develop a branch-miss-free exten-
sion, named FastFP, to replace Adler32 (in Subsection 4.2).
For defect �2 , we redesign the communication protocol to
eliminate the strong hash computation and metadata trans-
mission for mismatched chunks (in Subsection 4.3). For
defect�3 , we develop a network-aware module to adaptively
find the optimal configuration regarding different scenarios
(in Subsection 4.4).

4.2 FastFP: An Efficient Weak Hash by-Product
of CDC

As an excellent candidate to substitute FSC for its low com-
puting overhead among the CDC techniques, FastCDC[16] is
adopted in NetSync. In this subsection, we elaborate on a
novel fast and homogeneous weak hash algorithm (called
FastFP) to make full use of the CDC computation results and
offset the extra computing overhead introduced by FastCDC.

Intuition. The original chunking process (FSC) has almost
no computing overhead under ideal conditions in the
rsync-based approaches (leave out the boundary-shift
problem discussed in Section 1), while a weak fingerprint
(Adler32) needs to be calculated after chunking inevitably.
As introduced earlier, the CDC algorithm judges the chunk
boundary if the hash value of the sliding window satisfies a
predefined value. Our intuition is to replace Adler32 with
the “CDC by-product” (the hash value generated from the
sliding window), i.e., to transform the two processes of

chunking (FSC) and weak hashing (Adler32) in rsync, into
a more efficient process CDC (along with FastFP) in our
design. Once the newly constructed weak hash FastFP out-
performs Adler32, namely, the sync approach using “CDC
+ FastFP” outperforms the original rsync-based approach
with “FSC + Adler32”, the extra computing overhead of
introducing CDC is offset. Based on this intuition, the newly
constructed weak hash should meet the following two key
features: uniformity (low hash collision rate) and high
speed (faster than Adler32 to help offset CDC overhead).

Uniformity. As shown in Equation (1), FastCDC is a hash-
ing process that generates rolling hashes of a chunk by itera-
tively shifting the mapped value of each byte content b and
summing them up, where the mapping is predefined in the
Gear array G½ � (a random integer array) [16]. During the
CDC process, a chunk cut-point is declared if the hash value
satisfies a predefined condition. The generated 32-bits “fp”,
which satisfies the predefined chunk cut-point condition, is
named LastFP, as shown in Fig. 5). As a weak hash, it has a
much higher collision ratio than Adler32 because it is only
relevant to the contents within 32 Bytes from the cut point,
while Adler32 covers the whole chunk.

fp ¼ fp < < 1ð Þ þG bð Þ (1)

To cover all contents of a chunk, we propose FastFP(+L)
and FastFP, as shown in Fig. 5. FastFP(+L) adds the hash
value of the sliding window every time it strides over a dis-
tance of L and can be tuned by changing the operation
(ADD or XOR) and the stride (L) to concatenate the finger-
prints of the window. Combinations of different stride dis-
tance (8/16/32B) and concatenating operations (ADD/
XOR) has been evaluated in our previous work [11]. To
avoid inconsistencies, unless specifically declared, we set
L ¼ 16 in our later evaluation. Further, to achieve higher
speed, we propose FastFP, which tunes the stride to be 1
byte and it has equivalent uniformity as Adler32, which
will be evaluated and discussed in Subsection 5.2.

High Hashing Speed. To speed up the hashing process, we
try to make FastFP branchless. As mentioned above, to fully
utilize the sliding calculation process of FastCDC, it tries to
reduce the calculation by summing up the window’s hash
values in a predefined stride. However, our latest observa-
tion has overthrown the design of stridden summing up.
Modern processors work well ahead of the currently execut-
ing instructions, and the pipelining works best when the

Fig. 5. The calculation and working process of FastFP(+L) and FastFP
using FastCDC, note that here “L” is an integer no less than one, which
represents the jumping bits of the FastFP(+L), and “SW” represents
“Sliding Window”.
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instructions follow a serial order. However, when a branch is
encountered, even with the branch prediction, the CPU still
has to discard the speculatively executed results and restart
the instruction fetch process [33] if the prediction is incorrect.

The calculation process of the current FastFP(+L) can be
summarized in Algorithm 1. If the prediction is correct and
the branch is not taken, CPU has to spare one or two more
instructions to judge the condition, but it has to spare more
CPU cycles to pause, reload instructions and sum up the fin-
gerprint of the sliding window when the branch should be
taken. It means summing up the fingerprints with a stride
does not save much time but incurs a significant mispredic-
tion penalty.

Algorithm 1. The Calculation of FastFP(+L) During
Content-Defined Chunking (CDC)

Input: data stream src, length n, position pos, random integer
array G½ �1, jumping bits L

Output: weak hash fastFP , cut point i
fastFP  0, fastFP  0,Mask 0x0000d9030353;
for i pos; i < n; iþþ; do
fp ¼ fp < < 1þG½src½ i ��2
if !ði % LÞ then
fastFPþ ¼fp; // Update the weak hash;

end
if !ðfp&MaskÞ then
return ðfastFP; iÞ; //CDC is finished;

end
end
return ðfastFP; iÞ; //CDC is finished;

1. Length of array G½ � is 256 (because the byte content
range is 0–255).
2. G½src½ i �� means mapping the byte content src½ i � into
random bits.
Therefore, we propose FastFP, which is almost the same

as FastFP(+L), and the only difference is that FastFP does
not jump extra bits. As shown in Fig. 5, “L” is set to 1 in
FastFP, and FastFP is FastFP(+1).

Based on the LastFP and strode FastFP(+L), the branch-
less FastFP is a fast and well-distributed weak hash algo-
rithm, even compared with the widely used weak hash
algorithm Adler32 (will be evaluated in Subsection 5.2). Sig-
nificantly, FastFP has a better hashing efficiency than
Adler32, which means replacing Adler32 with FastFP can
help offset the additional computing overhead brought by
CDC. In other words, the CDC process not only divides
chunks but also produces weak hashes in NetSync, and it is
more efficient than FSC + Adler32 process in rsync.

4.3 Communication Protocol

This subsection proposes a novel communication protocol
to eliminate strong hash computation and metadata trans-
mission for mismatched chunks.

Reducing Strong Hash Computing Overhead. According to
our observation of the FastCDC-based NetSync prototype,
once the weak hash is mismatched, the computation of the
strong hash will be wasted (i.e., the strong hash computa-
tion is redundant in this case). Therefore, the computation
of the strong hash on client in the pre-treatment phase can
be reduced. Based on this observation, we construct a new

sync protocol to make the strong hash computation no lon-
ger redundant. As shown in Fig. 6, the new protocol has
several improvements on the three stages of NetSync:

� In Pre-treatment stage, NetSync splits the client file f’
into several chunks via FastCDC and calculates their
fingerprints (i.e., FastFP) (note that strong hash val-
ues are no longer calculated in this stage). After that,
the indexes and fingerprints of the chunks are
packed into Checksum List and sent to server.

� In Matching stage, after receiving Checksum List,
server splits server file f into chunks by FastCDC and
calculates the weak hashes as client does. Then server
searches Checksum List to find the weak-hash-
matched (i.e., potentially duplicate) chunks. For the
weak-hash-matched chunks in file f, server will com-
pute their SHA-1 values for further duplicate confir-
mation on client. Then server sends Match Tokens,
which includes all weak-hash-matched chunks’ indi-
ces of file f’ and SHA-1 values of matched chunks in
file f to client. After receiving Match Tokens from
server, client checks SHA-1 values of weak-hash-
matched chunks of file f’ and records the duplicate
chunks’ IDs.

� In Patching stage, the mismatched chunks, together
with their indices, form Delta Bytes and are packed
into Patch Tokens and sent to server. Eventually,
server reconstructs file f into client file version
f’according to Patch Tokens.

Compared with the preliminary FastCDC-based NetSync
protocol, client does not calculate SHA-1 values of all
chunks. Instead, it only calculates SHA-1 values of weak-
hash-matched chunks of file f’ according to Match Tokens
from server. Thus SHA-1 calculation is minimized, as shown
in Fig. 6. In consequence, the task of searching SHA-1 values
is shifted from server to client.

Note that some details are omitted in Fig. 6, e.g., there is a
query before each synchronization. During the query pro-
cess, the file’s name, along with its directory path and modi-
fication time, is used to confirm whether this file is first
uploaded, whether it has been modified, etc. The query is

Fig. 6. The redesigned protocol of NetSync to minimize the strong hash
calculation.
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concise and efficient but not very relevant to the sync pro-
cess, so rsync [20] omits this part in its sync protocol
framework, and we present our protocol in the same way.

Reducing Network Traffic. According to several deduplica-
tion-related studies [14], [34], duplicate chunks in a file
appear in approximately the same order throughout multi-
ple full backups or similar files with a very high probability
(called the redundancy locality). The locality can also be
exploited in NetSync for network traffic reduction. Specifi-
cally, we can collectively merge the consecutive weak-hash-
matched chunks (i.e., potential duplicates) to reduce the
metadata traffic in NetSync.

Fig. 7 shows how we merge several consecutive weak-
hash-matched chunks in NetSync. After receiving Check-
sum List from client, server splits the server file f into
chunks and calculates their weak hash values as client does.
Then server compares the weak hash values of its file f with
the weak hashes in Checksum List. The consecutive weak-
hash-matched chunks will be merged. Subsequently, only
one strong hash will be computed and sent back to client for
later comparison, in other words, the merge helps reduce
the metadata traffic. Suppose the strong hash fingerprint of
a merged chunk does not match the client’s (denoted as
“Merge Collision”). In this case, the mismatched merged
chunk will be directly transferred to server if the size of this
merged chunk is below a predefined threshold (we set it as
800KB in our design); otherwise, we will require server to
re-transfer the strong hash fingerprints of the constituent
chunks to client (to further check duplicate chunks in this
merged chunk).

The Merge Return.As discussed above, the merge can help
reduce the metadata traffic. However, the merge will be
penalized when “Merge Collision” happens. After adopting
the merge strategy, a weak hash collision may not only affect
the collided chunk itself but also affect all the chunksmerged
with it. As shown in Fig. 7, chunk½i� 1�, chunk½i�, and
chunk½iþ 1� are consecutive weak-hash-matched chunks.
Assume that only chunk½i� 1� and chunk½iþ 1� are identical,
and chunk½i� is modified (i.e., the weak hash value of chunk½i�
collides with corresponding unmodified chunk). If we do
not merge, we can eliminate the redundant chunk½i� 1� and
chunk½iþ 1�. While after merging, we need to transfer all
three chunks through the network. To make this clear, we
suppose that the probability of weak hash collision between
the modified chunk and the original chunk is p. In our case, a
merged chunk’s hash collision happens only when all the
modified constituting chunks’ collisions happen simulta-
neously. Assuming that we are merging n chunks, and they
may include several modified chunks. We denote the proba-
bility of m chunks being modified as cm (where 0 � cm � 1,

Pn
m¼0 cm ¼ 1, 0 � m � n), and in this case, the probability

that the hashes of all modified chunks collide is Pm ¼ pm,
where 0 < m � n. Therefore, the probability of “Merge
Collision” can be calculated as:

PMergeCollision ¼
Xn

m¼1
cmp

m (2)

Considering
Pn

m¼0 cm ¼ 1, we can conduct that:

ð1� c0Þpn � PMergeCollision � p (3)

Suppose we employ the merge. When Merge Collision
happens, we will get a negative return of the chunk size (e.g.,
8KB) per chunk; when there is nomerge collision, wewill get
a positive return of themetadata size (strong hash value (20B)
+ index (4B) = 24B) per chunk. The expected return R (per
chunk) will be R ¼ ð1� PMergeCollisionÞ � 24Bþ PMergeCollision �
�8KBð Þ, so we can get that when PMergeCollision is smaller than
0.003, R will be positive. While according to Equation (3),
PMergeCollision will never be larger than the weak hash’s colli-
sion rate (much smaller than 0.003), which is acceptably low
in our design. In summary, the expectedmerge return is posi-
tive. In other words, it is practical to conduct the merge in
NetSync.

In addition, the merge also helps reduce the computa-
tional overhead for strong hashing (i.e., SHA-1). Although
the data volume to be strong-hash fingerprinted remains
unchanged after themerge, the number of strong-hash calcu-
lating operations will be greatly reduced. More specifically,
the SHA-1 calculation is composed of three sub-processes,
namely SHA1_Initial (initializes a SHA1 structure),
SHA1_Update (hashes the chunk contents), and SHA1_Fi-

nal (places the results). By using the merge in NetSync, the
frequent SHA1_Initial and SHA1_Final operations will
be greatly reduced.

4.4 Network Adaptive Parameter Selector

As discussed in Section 3, the mismatch between bandwidth
and sync parameters degrades the overall performance. Net-
Sync wedges two network adaptive modules to overcome
this shortcoming, choosing the appropriate chunking and
compressing configurations accordingly. As shown in Fig. 9,
the optimal workflow of the NetSync protocol differs from
Dsync in three aspects:�1 The net-aware module may be exe-
cuted at the beginning of synchronization. In most cases, a
previous network condition is preserved and applied for
estimation in the subsequent chunking and compression
modules; otherwise, it is executed to probe the network con-
dition. �2 NetSync introduces a network adaptive compres-
sion module (Compression Selector) to strike a balance
between network and calculation resources. �3 A network
adaptive chunking module (Chunking Selector) is intro-
duced to reduce the transmitted data properly. As will be
evaluated later, the optimized protocol is apt to fully utilize
the network, and it reduces up to 2:79�/1:57� sync time
comparedwithWebR2sync+/Dsync, respectively.

Net-Aware Implementation. Among the open-sourced
speed test programs, we use LibreSpeed, a lightweight,
high-performance tool supported by most modern browsers
[35]. The speed test tool enables the module to run in the

Fig. 7. Merging several consecutive weak-hash-matched chunks into
one chunk to reduce metadata overhead.
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background [36], but we block the requests to synchronize
data during bandwidth estimation out of accuracy concerns.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 8, the net-aware module (i.e.,
Network Monitor) is comprised of three stages:

� Before starting the measurement, the net-aware
module first generates some arrays filled with ran-
dom numbers, each of which takes 1MB or 256KB.

� Then it starts a series of network speed tests, each
test posts random arrays in the form of data streams
to server, and shortly afterward, it gets Acks. The
interval between each test is about 200 milliseconds.
Streams are slightly delayed so that they will not end
simultaneously, and no compression is introduced
to this test. At the end of each test, network band-
width will be calculated according to the transmitted
data volume and the corresponding transmission
time and saved into the speed tests queue.

� After a series of speed tests, the net-aware module is
terminated. We save the average results in speed

tests queue, which will be used by Compression

Selector and Chunking Selectorfor the next
period.

Network Adaptive Compression. The network transmission
accounts for a large proportion of sync latency in NetSync,
especially under limited network conditions (e.g., up to 90%
in the worst case, as indicated in Section 5). The network
time is contributed by the data transmission and the delay
to set up the connection, and it can be calculated as shown
in Equation (4).

td ¼ D

N
þ tp (4)

where D is the data size, N is the network bandwidth,
and tp is the network delay in one direction (i.e., half of
round-trip time). To decrease the transmission time, we
could either reduce the size of transferred data or use a
high-bandwidth network (higher N and lower tp). Given
the network condition, the common practice is to apply
data compression. However, the default per-message
deflate compression extension supported in WebSocket

protocol [37] may be sub-optimal regarding network
conditions.

Essentially, data compression during synchronization is
a trade-off between CPU time and network time. With the
compression introduced, the compensated transferring time
(compressing + transferring) can be calculated below.

txðDÞ ¼ D �Rx

N
þ tcxðDÞ þ tdxðDÞ þ tp (5)

In Equation (5), apart from the parameters mentioned
above, Rx is the compression ratio of compressor x, tcxðDÞ is
the time spent on compressing the data of size D, and
tdxðDÞ is the corresponding decompressing time. In com-
mon sense, a compressor with a higher compression ratio
takes more CPU time. Under limited network conditions,
the sync may not benefit much from fast but insufficient
compression and spend much time transferring the data.
On the contrary, if the bandwidth is sufficiently high and
the data is most compressed, the CPU may be bottle-necked
by the compressor. In order to maximize the sync perfor-
mance in NetSync, we need to strike a balance between
compression overhead and network transmission time.

The coefficients Rx, tcx, and tdx cannot be directly
inferred in terms of specific compressors. Instead, we could
run different compressors and estimate their coefficients.
After collecting the features of different compressors, the
Compression Selector chooses a compressor that mini-
mizes the compensated transferring time in Equation (5).

Network Adaptive Chunking. Apart from the compression
module, CDC parameters, especially the chunking size, also
affect the computation and communication overheads in
the sync process, thus affecting the sync latency. The
rsync-based approaches [9], [38], and our former work [11]
choose 8KB as the expected chunk size. As we choose a
smaller chunk size, a series of reactions happen:

� More chunks will be generated, which results in
more chunking and hashing overheads.

� More chunks’ metadata will be generated, which
leads tomore overhead for the network transmission.

Fig. 8. The workflow chart of the net-aware module.
Fig. 9. The complete NetSync protocol.
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� A finer chunking granularity also means more data
reduction and high network transmission efficiency.
Moreover, this saves the computing overhead of the
compression during sync.

When we choose a coarser chunking granularity, the
series of reactions will behave otherwise accordingly.

Considering all the reactions of changing the chunking
granularity described above, we can get a general choice for
Chunking Selector. When the network bandwidth is
low, we can set a smaller chunk size for chunker, which
helps minimize the network transmission time while
increasing computational overheads; otherwise, we set a
larger chunk size. Specifically, the initial chunk size is set to
1KB, and with better/worse network conditions, Chunking
Selector chooses a larger/smaller chunk size (use the
chunk sizes of 512B, 1KB, and 2KB for network band-
widths ð0; 10Þ, [10,40), and ½40;þ1Þ (Mbps) respectively)
according to our experimental studies (see Fig. 16 in Subsec-
tion 5.4). Moreover, our later evaluation results in Subsec-
tion 5.4 indicate that the chunking sizes selected by
Chunking Selector perform well in NetSync.

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we first introduce the experimental setups for
NetSync. Then we conduct a sensitivity study of NetSync
and give some evaluations. Besides, an overall comparison
between WebR2sync+ [9], deduplication-based solutions,
Dsync, andNetSync solutions are evaluated and discussed.

5.1 Experimental Setups

Experimental Platform.We conduct our client experiments on
PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20GHz 3.19
GHz, 16GB memory and Windows 10 operating system and
iPhone 11, a mobile phone with 4GB RAM, 128GB ROM,
and IOS14.5. In addition, the server runs on node v14.15.5
with a quad-core virtual machine @3.2GHz (installed
Ubuntu Server 18.04 with 16GB memory and 128GB disk).
To simulate actual network status, we tune the representa-
tive bandwidth to be 10Mbps, 50Mbps,100Mbps, 1Gbps,
and RTT to be 30ms.

Performance Metrics. We evaluate delta sync approaches
in terms of two main metrics: sync time and sync traffic.
The sync time metric refers to the time spent on the sync
process. The sync traffic metric measures the total amount
of data transmitted, including Checksum List, Match Token,
and Delta Bytes, as discussed in Section 4 (shown in Figs. 6
and 9). For each data point reported in this section, unless
specially explained, we run the experiment five times to
obtain a statistically meaningful average measurement for
the sync performance.

Delta Sync Configurations.We build our NetSync on top of
the state-of-the-art rsync-based WebR2sync+ [9]. In Dsync
(an intermediate version of NetSync in which the network
adaptive modules are not included), we enable the deflate

compressor and use 8KB as the default avg. chunk size, as
recommended inWebR2sync+ [9] and LBFS [15]. InNetSync,
unless specially explained, the Chunking Selector sets a
proper avg. chunk size according to the current network
bandwidth (as discussed in Subsection 4.4, 512B, 1KB, and
2KB for network bandwidths ð0; 10Þ, [10,40), and ½40;þ1Þ

(Mbps) respectively). The default jumping bits L is set to 16
in FastFP(+L). In the evaluation, all experimental conditions
are the same unless otherwise explained.

Benchmark Dataset. Silesia [39] is a widely acknowledged
dataset for data compression [40] covering typical data types
that are commonly used, including text, executables, pic-
tures, HTML, etc. According to several published studies on
real-world and benchmark datasets [41], [24], the file modifi-
cations are made at the beginning, middle, and end of a file
with a distribution of 70%, 10%, and 20%, respectively [41].
Similar to the operations in WebR2sync+ [9] and QuickSync
[29], modifications in the forms of “cut”, “insert”, and
“inverse” are also made on the original data, where
“inverse” represents flipping the binary data (e.g., inversing
10111001 to 01000110). To generate the benchmark datasets,
we cut 10MB out of the Silesia corpus and modified the file
with the modification size of 32B, 256B, 2KB, 16KB, 128KB,
and 1MB respectively. Three types of file modifications are
made following the pattern described above, and each frac-
tion for the file modifications takes 256B atmost.

Real-World Datasets. In addition to the synthesized data-
sets, we use the following four real-world datasets to evalu-
ate the delta sync approaches:

� PPT. We collect 48 versions of a PowerPoint docu-
ment from personal uses in the cloud storage (total-
ing 467MB).

� GLib. We collect the GLib source code from versions
2.4.0 through 2.9.5 sequentially. The codes are tarred,
and each version is about 20MB, totaling 860 MB.

� Pictures. We use a public picture manipulation data-
set [42], which contains 48 pictures in “PNG” format
(totaling 280 MB) with no lossy compression, and
the manipulation pattern is to paste a certain area of
a photo in another place.

� Mails. We collect some mails from a public mail
dataset [43], and each mail contains past replies. The
mails are tarred with two versions by time, and the
total size is about 1839 MB.

The Baseline Sync Performance. As discussed in Section 1,
sync performance (sync latency) is considered the most crit-
ical factor for cloud storage services. Rsync is a classic delta
sync approach. However, as shown in Fig. 10, it has been
far exceeded by the state-of-the-art Web-based delta sync
WebR2sync+ [9], which is an improved delta sync approach
based on WebRsync (i.e., one kind of rsync [27] approach
implemented onWeb browser for better platform adaptabil-
ity). To make our evaluation more straightforward, we use
WebR2sync+ rather than WebRsync (Web-based rsync) for
sync performance comparison in the following experiments.

5.2 Performance of the Weak Hash Implementation

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of all our
weak hash derivatives. Hashing efficiency and uniformity
of hash value distribution are the two most important met-
rics that are the main concern. To evaluate the hash collision
rate, we first generate a dataset with 30 files consisting of
random numbers for the given size of 1GB, 10GB, and
100GB (10 files each). To make the evaluations rigorous, we
execute each experiment 10 times and average the results.
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Hashing Throughput. The averaged throughputs of the
hash functions with different configurations are shown in
Table 2. LastFP has the highest throughput because it is
generated directly from the CDC process with no extra
overhead introduced. However, our later evaluation
(Fig. 11) shows that it is unqualified to be a weak finger-
print for its extremely high collision rate. As shown in
Table 2, FastFP(+16) has a much lower throughput than
LastFP because it introduces extra computing overhead to
obtain a lower collision ratio. More importantly, FastFP
has a better hashing efficiency than Adler32, i.e., replacing
Adler32 with FastFP can help offset the additional comput-
ing overhead brought by CDC. In general, FastFP works
well in terms of the hashing efficiency, and it will show a
greater advantage in later evaluation (uniformity of hash
value distribution).

Uniformity of Hash Value Distribution. Fig. 11 shows the
uniformity of all hash function derivatives. Generally
speaking, to avoid hash collisions, a hash function should
map the data to any probable hash value with an equivalent
chance. Therefore, the uniformity of hash function is evalu-
ated via the chi-square-goodness-fit test [44], a widely used
method to justify whether the hash value distribution is sig-
nificantly different from a uniform distribution. The main
idea of this test is to hypothesize that the hash value distri-
bution is uniform and calculate a test statistic x2 to indicate
how much it has diverged from the expected distribution.
Equation (6) indicates that the probability of a x2 larger than
x2
aðnÞ is a (knows as the confidence level, normally as low

as 1% to 5%). Moreover, if we get a large x2, the hypothesis
is overthrown. Note that a higher confidence level means
stricter constraints over the hypothesis, e.g., 10% confidence
level is more convincing than 5%.

Pfx2 > x2
aðnÞg ¼ a (6)

In our case, we first divide the weak hash value range R
into b bins, each bin containing R=b values. Then we traverse
weak hash values of all chunks and count the numbers of val-
ues that lie in the intervals of bins respectively (½0; R=b� 1�,
½R=b; 2R=b� 1�; ½2R=b; 3R=b� 1�, ...). After that, we calculate
the statistic chi-square value of our sample group, shown in
Equation (7), and look up the chi-square distribution table to
determine the confidence level. For example, if we divide 8-
bits hash values into 4 bins and the numbers of chunks (100
chunks in total) that fall into the bins (½0x00; 0x3F �, ½0x40;
0x7F �, ½0x80; 0xBF �, ½0xC0; 0xFF �) are 20; 25; 29; 26, then b is
equal to 4 and n1 through n4 are 20; 25; 29; 26. Furthermore,
the expected number of chunks �n in the perfectly uniform
hash value bins should be 100=4 ¼ 25. As we get a statistic x2

value of 1.68, we could refer to the chi-square distribution
table and get the critical value for the 10% confidence level is
6.25 and that for the 90% is 0.58. It means our hypothesis is
accepted with the 10% confidence level but rejected with a
90% confidence level. If another hash function, gðxÞ, is
acceptedwith a 90% confidence level, gðxÞ ismore uniform.

x2 ¼
Xb

i¼1

ðni � nÞ2
n

(7)

To be more specific, our 32-bit hash function (from 0 to
232 � 1) range is divided into 1024 bins, and we compare
SHA-1 hash values of chunks to check if two chunks are
identical. The hypothesis test results shown in Fig. 11 indi-
cate that LastFP is always rejected; FastFP(+16) can be
accepted with the 1% confidence level; in contrast, both
Adler32 and FastFP can be accepted with the 10% confi-
dence level. As concluded in Subsection 4.2, LastFP is only
relevant to the contents within 32 Bytes from the cut point.
Because of its limited coverage, LastFP is unacceptable, and
inversely with more data included in the hash function,
FastFP achieves better uniformity than FastFP(+16).

In summary, evaluation results suggest that our pro-
posed FastFP is much faster but no weaker than the widely
acknowledged Adler32 (used in rsync).

5.3 Performance of the Redesigned Protocol

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of our rede-
signed communication protocol which aims to minimize
the time-consuming strong hash computation and reduce
the amount of metadata transmitted over the network.

Fig. 10. A glance at sync performance on one of our benchmark dataset
(inverse modification). Note that the network bandwidth is 100Mbps;
WebRsync (Web-based rsync) is the rsync approach implemented
on the Web browser.

TABLE 2
The Throughput of Four Hash Algorithms

chunk size Hash throughput(MBps)

LastFP Adler32 FastFP(+16) FastFP

512B 471 301 266 334
2KB 559 313 253 343
8KB 623 314 313 368
32KB 664 304 295 355

Fig. 11. The Chi-Square uniformity test. Note that the horizontal axis rep-
resents different chunk sizes. Here 1%, 2.5%, 5%, and 10% stand for dif-
ferent confidence levels of the Chi-Square-goodness-fit test.
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Fig. 12 shows the ratio of total traffic (without compres-
sion) over the network after/before applying our NetSync
protocol that merges consecutive weak-hash-matched
chunks. When the modification is light (e.g., inserting 32
bytes or inversing 256 bytes, etc.), the sync traffic will be
reduced by 70%–80% in NetSync. As modification granular-
ity grows, the ratio approaches 100%. As modification size
increases, the traffic is gradually dominated by Delta Bytes
rather than metadata since few, if any, weak-hash-matched
chunks will be found. Specifically, when synchronizing a
10MB file with the average chunk size set to 8KB, the trans-
mission of almost 1280 chunks’ SHA-1 values, i.e., totaling
25KB of metadata, will be eliminated by the redesigned pro-
tocol. However, the reduced metadata will be far overshad-
owed by the much larger amount of Delta Bytes transmitted
from client to server if too many modifications are made to
the file.

Fig. 13 depicts the numbers of hash comparing operations
in NetSync and WebR2sync+, including both strong and

weak hash. We can conclude that owing to the strategy of
merging consecutive weak-hash-matched chunks into one
chunk, NetSync has much fewer operations for comparing
weak and strong hashes than WebR2sync+. To a certain
extent, the occurrence of strong hash comparison operations
for each synchronization represents the number of matched
chunks. Themore strong-hash comparisons are executed, the
more matched chunks we find (compared within the same
sync process). Especially, when the modification size is 1MB,
NetSync adopts the merge strategy, but it still has a higher
frequency of strong hash comparison than WebR2sync+.
That is because it is hard forWebR2sync+ to find unmodified
chunks under a coarser modification granularity since the
distance between two modifications is almost 8KB. In con-
trast, NetSync can find matched chunks smaller than 8KB
(the chunk sizes are variable by CDC), as stated in Section 3.
Therefore, we can also conclude that NetSync gets the lead in
finding more duplicate chunks by introducing FastCDC,
especially under a coarsermodification granularity.

Then we evaluate the sync time of WebR2sync+, Dsync,
and NetSync as a function of modification granularity on
client under three different network bandwidths, as shown
in Fig. 14. The sync time on client, as depicted in Fig. 9,
which is mainly composed of generating Checksum List,
finding delta bytes, and compressing + decompressing
time, can represent the computing overhead and resource
occupation of client during the sync. Significantly, the
patchdoc compression time occupies a large proportion of
client time when the modification granularity is coarser in
Dsync and WebR2sync+, where the default compressor is
set to deflate. When the modification is light (e.g., less than
2KB), NetSync performs better than WebR2sync+ because it
employs the FastFP, which helps compensate for the chunk-
ing overhead, and the improved protocol, which reduces
the strong hash computation of client. When granularity is

Fig. 12. Total traffic ratio as a function of modification size, after/before
applying the NetSync protocol that merges consecutive weak-hash-
matched chunks.

Fig. 13. Numbers of hash-comparing operations of NetSync and WebR2Sync+, including both strong and weak hashes. Note: the “SH” (solid lines)
and “WH” (dotted lines) stand for the strong and weak hash comparing operation frequencies, respectively; the network adaptive modules are not
included in NetSync here.

Fig. 14. Client time comparison of NetSync, Dsync, and WebR2sync+ under different network bandwidths.
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coarser (e.g., 1MB for 10MB file), the ability for FastCDC to
discover more duplication reduces the traffic volume and
thus reduces the compression time, which finally helps
reduce client time. When the network condition is limited,
NetSync employs the same compressor as Dsync and thus
has the same performance. However, when the network
bandwidth is sufficiently high, NetSync employs none or
lz4 instead, which leads to better performance. Therefore,
with its improvements, NetSync outperforms WebR2sync+
on client under various network bandwidths and different
modification granularity.

5.4 Performance of Network Adaptive Modules

In this subsection, we briefly evaluate the performance of
the network adaptive compression and network adaptive
chunking in NetSync.

5.4.1 Performance of Network Adaptive Compression

To make a good comparison, we test WebR2sync+ with the
compression method of none and deflate, and Dsync with
the compression of none, lz4, and deflate, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 15, we take three sync groups with differ-
ent network bandwidths under the inverse-modification
benchmark datasets.

As illustrated in Fig. 15, the network conditions can
greatly affect the transmission time, and the optimal com-
pressor differs under different network conditions (e.g.,
deflate for 10Mbps while lz4 for 50Mbps, etc.), and Net-
Sync with the Compression Selector shows a great
advantage among the three sync methods. It performs 1–
2:19� faster than WebR2sync+ and 1–1:57� faster than
Dsync. When the network bandwidth is limited, NetSync
performs the same as Dsync and sometimes even worse.
When the network conditions are better, NetSync
completely outpaces its rivals, and the better the network
condition is, the better NetSync performs. Modification
granularity also has a crucial impact on sync performance.
With a coarser granularity, the number of delta Bytes trans-
mitted in the network will be larger, so NetSync performs
better.

NetSync cannot always choose the best compressor (e.g.,
in Fig. 15a, when the inverse size is 128KB, NetSync chooses
a sub-optimal compressor) for there may be a gap between
the real characteristics and the estimators. However, just as
Fig. 15 illustrates, generally, the gap has little impact, so
even if the optimal one is not selected, it is likely to choose
the sub-optimal solution that is also appropriate for the cur-
rent synchronization.

5.4.2 Performance of Network Adaptive Chunking

The network adaptive chunking method aims at finding
appropriate chunk sizes for different network conditions to
minimize the sync time. We evaluate the network adaptive
chunking performance by comparing sync efficacy with the
non-adaptive edition, Dsync, in terms of the total sync time,
because the chunking granularity is closely coupled with
every stage and cannot be stripped off for sole evaluation.
We keep the compressor invariant (deflate) to eliminate
the influence of using different compressors.

Fig. 16 shows the normalized sync performance corre-
sponding to different chunk sizes under different network
bandwidths. Note that we set the best sync time to zero and
the worst to one (normalization), in other words, the lowest
point of each polyline (the point with zero ordinate) repre-
sents the best chunk size for the current network. As shown in
Fig. 16, different network bandwidths correspond to different
optimal chunk sizes. Generally, the higher the network band-
width is, the greater the optimal chunk size will be. More pre-
cisely, we can get a general rule for Chunking Selector

according to Fig. 16: use the optimal chunk sizes of 512B,
1KB, and 2KB for network bandwidths ð0; 10Þ, [10,40), and
½40;þ1Þ (Mbps) respectively (note that we have tested large
quantities of network bandwidths; only the results near the
critical optimal chunk sizes are shown in Fig. 16). Especially,
the default chunk size (8KB) recommended by LBFS [15] and
some other rsync-based approaches [9], [38] is overthrown
by Fig. 16. Besides, the gap between the optimal and sub-opti-
mal chunk sizes is minor. That is to say, if Chunking Selec-

tor cannot precisely set the optimal chunk size, it is likely to

Fig. 15. The sync time of NetSync compared withWebR2sync+ using none and deflate, and Dsync using none, lz4, and deflate under three differ-
ent network bandwidths. Note: WebR2sync+_n and WebR2sync+_d represent WebR2sync+ using none and deflate compression respectively;
Dsync_n, Dsync_l, Dsync_d represent Dsync using none, lz4 and deflate, respectively; and Chunking Selector is not included in NetSync here.

Fig. 16. Normalized sync performance corresponding to different chunk
sizes under different network bandwidths. Note that we set the best sync
time to zero and the worst to one (normalization), in other words, the low-
est point of each polyline (the point with zero ordinate) represents the
best chunk size for the current network.
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set a sub-optimal chunk size which is also appropriate. Note
that Fig. 16 is conducted on one of our benchmark datasets
(inverse), and it has similar results on other (both benchmark
and real-world) datasets.

As shown in Fig. 17, the performance of network adaptive
chunking indicates two points. First, the network adaptive
chunking performs better when modification granularity is
coarse, while it is nearly the samewhenmodification is insig-
nificant. It is because the default chunking size of Dsync is
already fine enough, and finer granularity is not much of an
improvement, not to mention the extra metadata and com-
puting overhead. If themodification is significant, finer gran-
ularity can help find more redundancy, thus saving the
computing and network overhead. Second, the improve-
ment is more significant when the network bandwidth is
higher. Even though chunking size influences the perfor-
mance of every stage, it is proposed mainly to reduce net-
work traffic. As the bandwidth improves, the proportion of
network transmission is decreased, and the significance of
transmission reduction declines accordingly.

5.5 Put It All Together

In this subsection, we evaluate the overall performance of
NetSync, including the sync time breakdown, sync time on
client, and the capacity of supporting multiple clients, etc.

We first evaluate the sync time breakdown of NetSync
compared with WebR2sync+ and Dsync. Results are shown
in Fig. 18. Compared with WebR2sync+, NetSync and
Dsync tend to have a lower client and server time which
makes Dsync and NetSync consistently outperform WebR2-
sync+. NetSync tends to have almost the same sync time as
Dsync under limited network conditions (i.e., 10Mbps).
When the network bandwidth is sufficiently high (i.e.,
50Mbps or 100Mbps), NetSync shows better performance

by selecting lz4 or none as its compressor to reduce the
compressing and decompressing time. At this time, the net-
work transmission time slightly increases, while client time
is greatly reduced, resulting in the reduction of the overall
sync time. Modification size also plays a key role in the sync
performance. When it is light (e.g., less than 2KB), chunking
and hashing time account for most sync time. In this case,
NetSync/Dsync performs better than WebR2sync+ for
using FastFP. As the modification size increases, the posi-
tive effect of the network adaptive chunking begins to
show, and NetSync’s advantage over WebR2sync+ and
Dsync becomes pronounced, especially when the network
bandwidth is sufficiently high.

We also evaluate the scalability of WebR2sync+, Dsync,
andNetSync in terms of the ability to support multiple clients
simultaneously. The main indicator of our concern is the CPU
utility which can reflect the calculating capacity of clients dur-
ing the synchronization to a certain extent, as shown in
Fig. 19. In this evaluation, we run the experiment 5 times and
get the average values.We also list the statistical error bounds
in all subfigures of Fig. 19. Be aware that the lower the CPU
utility, the more scalable and capable for sync approaches to
support multi-clients in this evaluation. Fig. 19 indicates that
NetSync has the lowest overall CPU utility among all tree
sync approaches. That is to say, NetSync is the most scalable
sync approach. In other words, when a PC can only support
220 clients of WebR2sync+ at most, it can support 300 Dsync
clients or nearly 400NetSync clients.

Finally, we run our tests on four real-world datasets. In
this evaluation, we conduct our tests ofWebR2sync+, Dsync,
and NetSync on PC (Windows) and mobile phone (IOS), as
shown in Table 3. On Windows, NetSync is 1:78�–5:26�
faster than WebR2sync+ (Dsync is 1:5�–3:3� faster than
WebR2sync+). On IOS, the trend is similar to that of

Fig. 17. The overall sync time of NetSync with Chunking Selector compared with Dsync under three different modification granularities. Note: the
network adaptive Compression Selector is not included in NetSync here, and the y-axis scales of the three subfigures are different.

Fig. 18. Sync time breakdown comparison of NetSync, Dsync, and WebR2sync+ as a function of modification sized under different network band-
widths. Note: “N” represents NetSync, “D” represents Dsync, and “W” represents WebR2sync+, respectively.
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Windows. Moreover, the results indicate that as lightweight
delta sync, NetSync performs well on the mobile platform,
with less storage and computational resources.

5.6 High Bandwidth and Large Files

This subsection evaluate NetSync performance on large files
under the Gigabit network environment, as shown in
Fig. 20. As mentioned earlier, the chunk-matching process
is very time-consuming in the rsync-based approaches.
The results shown in Fig. 20 suggest that rsync-based
WebR2sync+ spends 2�–10� more sync time compared
with NetSync. This is because WebR2sync+ spends too
much time on the process of byte-by-byte chunk matching
on large files while the time spent on the network has been
reduced by using a high-bandwidth environment. Due to
the design of network adaptive modules, NetSync has
reduced the sync time by 1:25�–1:4� when comparing with
Dsync and 3�–10� compared with WebR2sync+.

6 CONCLUSION

The traditional rsync-based approaches introduce heavy
computing overhead in the chunk-matching process for

cloud storage services. CDC-based deduplication simplifies
the chunk-matching process, while it brings new challenges
of additional chunking overhead and low redundancy detec-
tion ratio. At the same time, current sync approaches are not
aware of the challenges brought by different network condi-
tions. This paper proposes NetSync, a network adaptive
deduplication-inspired lightweight delta sync approach for
cloud storage services, to address the above challenges facing
combining the CDC technique with the traditional rsync-
based approaches. The critical contributions of NetSync are:
(1) Developing a fast, weak hash called FastFP by piggyback-
ing on hashes generated from the chunking process of
FastCDC; (2) Redesigning the delta sync protocol by exploit-
ing deduplication locality and weak/strong hash properties,
which makes CDC simplify the delta sync process for cloud
storage services, especially for large file synchronization and
high-bandwidth environment; (3) Proposing a network adap-
tive design to automatically choose appropriate compressors
and CDC parameters to minimize the sync time. Evaluation
results, driven by benchmark and real-world datasets, dem-
onstrate that our solution NetSync performs 2�–10� faster
and scales to 30%–50%more concurrent clients than the state-
of-the-art approaches.
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TABLE 3
Sync Performance of the Three Approaches on Both Windows / IOS Clients on Four Real-World Datasets

100Mbps Sync time(s)
(Windows/IOS)

50Mbps Sync time(s)
(Windows/IOS)

10Mbps Sync time(s)
(Windows/IOS)

Datasets NetSync Dsync WebR2sync+ NetSync Dsync WebR2sync+ NetSync Dsync WebR2sync+

Pictures 14.2/18.0 19.6/38.1 25.0/41.3 16.6/24.2 28.5/34.5 37.1/53.4 87.6/108.5 94.0/107.8 102.3/112.6
PPT 7.2/9.4 8.7/13.7 12.2/16.9 9.8/13.6 11.9/18.8 15.0/22.6 30.3/33.4 30.5/36.5 40.7/48.3
Mail 29.9/34.9 37.3/54.6 98.2/125.3 41.9/44.3 46.4/63.4 81.5/84.9 83.5/101.0 97.2/104.9 411.5/440.2
GLib 33.9/37.8 49.3/63.2 119.2/149.4 42.8/46.8 57.4/73.6 164.2/193.4 104.7/121.6 109.8/135.2 482.3/518.1

Note that Windows / IOS platforms have the same sync traffic under the same network bandwidths, they only differ in the computing capacity.

Fig. 20. Sync time of the three sync approaches for the large files (1GB)
under the high-bandwidth environment (1Gbps).

Fig. 19. Multi-Clients comparison of NetSync, Dsync, and WebR2sync+ on a single VM server instance.
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